Do you have a development or research project? – join in and present it during Research Week 2019!

Dear Colleagues!

Stockholm University of the Arts’ annual Research Week takes place between 22 and 25 January 2019. The purpose of the Research Week is to promote exchanges of experience and open up for research collaboration. We also like to share, highlight and discuss different perspectives within artistic research at Uniarts.

We want to reach you, who have a development or research project, and are interested in presenting and discussing it during the research week.

During the Research Week we would like to present research in many forms and across all stages of development. It may be at its very beginnings or in its final iteration, a fragment or single element of a larger project, a participatory event, a demonstration of practice, or an experiment with presentation formats and/or exposition modes. All proposals are welcome!

This year, Research Week will be open to the public. We request that the entire student and staff body attend as many events as possible across the four days. We see Research Week as a way for our Uniarts community, and our expanded communities, to experience, participate in and contribute to, our burgeoning research culture.

Read more about the Research Week!

To participate – how does it work?

Briefly outline your proposal, provide biographies of the participating artists/researchers and indicate any specific technical/space needs you may have. Indicate the minimum time needed for your presentation (maximum 60 minutes). If your presentation is in Swedish, please include time for the English translation in your estimated timeframe.

Send your proposal to forskningsveckan19.skh@uniarts.se by latest 31 October 2018.

We look forward to hearing from you very soon.

Best Wishes,

Cecilia Roos
Juliette Mapp
Johanna Garpe
Rebecca Hilton
Ellen Roed